One of the most powerful and commonly used methods for detecting local adaptation in the genome is the identification of extreme allele frequency differences between populations. In this paper, we present a new maximum likelihood method for finding regions under positive selection. The method is based on a Gaussian approximation to allele frequency changes and it incorporates admixture between populations.
Introduction
The emergence of population genomic data has facilitated fine-scale detection of regions under recent positive selection in humans and other species. There are multiple different methods for carrying out such selection scans. Some of these methods rely on patterns of long-range linkagedisequilibrium (Sabeti et al., 2007; , one of the characteristic genomic footprints left by a selective sweep (Kim and Stephan , 2002; Kim and Nielsen , 2004; McVean , 2007) . MBE applicable one population at a time (Tajima , 1989; Fu and Li , 1993; Fay and Wu , 2000; Nielsen , 2005; Huber et al., 2016; DeGiorgio et al., 2016) .
A different class of methods for detecting selection analyses patterns of allele frequency differentiation between populations. These methods proceed, for example, by computing Wright's fixation index (F ST ) locally across different regions of a genome (Beaumont and Nichols , 1996; Akey et al., 2002; Beaumont and Balding , 2004) . The basic idea is that regions that have experienced episodes of positive selection will display frequency differences between populations that are stronger than what would be expected under pure genetic drift. Population differentiation methods can detect more ancient selective events than linkage disequilibrium-based methods (Sabeti et al., 2006) , and are sensitive to different types of positive selection events, including sweeps from a de novo mutation, sweeps from standing variation, incomplete sweeps, and adaptive introgression (Yi et al., 2010; Bonhomme et al., 2010; Fumagalli et al., 2015; Racimo et al., 2016) . Recent methods have allowed researchers to detect excess local differentiation on particular branches of a 3-population tree (Yi et al., 2010; Racimo , 2016) , a 4-population tree (Cheng et al., 2017) or an abitrarily large tree (Librado and Orlando , 2018) , albeit without modeling post-split admixture events.
A generalization of these methods was developed by (Gnther and Coop , 2013; Gautier , 2015; Coop et al., 2010) . Their method can handle an arbitrary number of populations and detects positive selection as a genomically local distortions from a genome-wide covariance matrix, which is used as a neutral baseline. Similar methods have used hierarchical Bayesian models (Foll and Gaggiotti, 2008; Foll et al., 2014) Although useful for detecting selection in the presence of admixture, it still requires the user to specify which individuals belong to which populations, and to infer the graph in advance. 
Methods

Basic model
The new method is based on the Ohana inference framework (Cheng et al., 2017) , which works with both genotype calls and genotype likelihoods. In brief, the classical Structure model (Pritchard et al., 2000) is used to infer allele frequencies, ancestry components, and admixture proportions using maximum likelihood (ML). Then a covariance matrix among components is inferred using a multivariate Gaussian distribution while enforcing constraints imposed by the assumption of a tree structure.
This system is underdetermined (see e.g., (1985) ), i.e. multiple covariance matrices induce the same probability distribution on the allele frequencies. To circumvent this issue, we root the tree in one of the ancestry components. This corresponds to conditioning on the allele frequencies in one of the components 3 "output" -2019/2/14 -3:53 -page 4 -#4 (Cheng et al., 2017) .
Felsenstein
Following the structure analysis and component tree inference, a natural extension of this framework is to detect SNPs that deviate strongly from the globally estimated covariance structure. 
The value of α is then estimated using ML and a likelihood ratio is formed by testing the hypothesis of α = 1 against the alternative of α > Under the null-hypothesis, the likelihood ratio test statistic is expected to follow a 50:50 mixture between a χ 2 1 -distribution and a point mass at zero (Self and Liang , 1987 
Optimization
For ML-based population structure inference, we use an optimization algorithm based on an Active Set method (Murty and Yu , 1988) to solve the sequential quadratic programming problem. This method was previously shown to have better computational performance than competing methods (Cheng et al., 2017) . For the ML-based ancestry covariance estimates, we use the Nelder-Mead simplex method (Nelder and Mead , 1965) . It uses Cholesky decomposition (Cholesky , 1910) to determine the positive semidefiniteness of a matrix and to compute matrix inverses and determinants. For identifying the best local covariance structure during a selection scan, we use a simple Golden-section search algorithm (Kiefer , 1953) to find the solution for the single scalar multiplier associated with a specific selection hypothesis.
Simulations
To evaluate the performance of the methods, we generate simulations using msms (Ewing and Hermisson , 2010) under specific demographic models and specific tree structures (Figure 2 ).
We focus on multi-population demographics that are simulated in a tree-like fashion with positive selection events occurring in either all or some of the branches leading to present-day samples.
Specifically, we simulate an effective population size N e of 10,000 for all populations, and obtain 20 chromosomes for each population. We use a We simulate 4 populations with population splits at 0.02, 0.05, and 0.12 coalescent units in the past (in units of 4N e ). This is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We assessed the power of our selection test using each population lacks one of the four components.
We then sampled genotype observations under the assumption of independence, i.e. p
is the allele frequency in locus j for individual i, Q ik is the ancestry proportion of component k in individual i, F kj is the allele frequency in ancestry component k in locus j, and p AA , p Aa and p aa are the probabilities of observing major-major, major-minor, or minorminor genotypes for the locus, respectively. F has dimensionality K ×J and Q has dimensionality I ×K, where K is the number of ancestry components, I is the number of samples, and J is the number of SNPs. 
Results Simulations
We first evaluated the efficacy of the method for fine-mapping the true selected allele.
We simulated 1000 replicates of 4 admixed populations and scanned the simulated genomes using our likelihood ratio test. As a measure of accuracy, we used the distance between the SNP with the highest likelihood ratio and the SNP under selection in the simulations. In the majority of simulations, the distance between the true and the inferred SNP is small, i.e. < 10% of sequence length, suggesting a generally high accuracy for fine-mapping. We also simulated 2 types of samples: un-admixed (left) and admixed (right). We computed per-SNP likelihood ratios along the simulated genomes using the correct selection model and converted them to p-values. We then compared these pvalues in a quantile-quantile (QQ) plots against We then compared our method to three summary statistics: F ST (Wright et al., 1949; Weir et al., 2005) , PBS (Yi et al., 2010) , and FLK (Bonhomme et al., 2010) ( Figure 5 ). As before, we generated simulations under 2 types of sample admixture, and simulated positive selection on the yellow component only. We tested for selection using 9 methods: Ohana, 2 F ST -based tests statistics, 2 PBS-based tests, and 4 FLK-based tests. The Ohana method was run so as to test Comparison of performance of selection tests. We simulated individuals that were either admixed (row 1) or unadmixed (row 2), as described in Figure 3 . We then simulated selection on a single branch (yellow). We simulated the SNP in the midpoint location to be under direct selection, with a selection strength of 2Nes = 600 for the homozygote and 2Nes = 300 for the heterozygote. We then scanned for selection signals using Ohana (first column). We calculated the FST statistics in 2 ways: FST between two population (one with the yellow component one without), and FST among all four populations. We also calculated the PBS statistics in 2 ways: yellow-specific or green-specific. Finally, we calculated the FLK statistics in 4 ways by specifying each of the 4 populations as the outgroup. In admixed simulations, Ohana outperforms the rest of the tests by achieving a higher proportion of simulations in which the simulated SNP under selection is < 120bp (10% of total sequence length) from the SNP with the highest test score.
specifically for selection on the yellow-branch. In one of the F ST -based tests, we calculated pairwise We then compared all methods in Figure 5 using 2 measures: the percentage of times that the selection method identifies the simulated causal SNP as the top SNP (Table 1) 
Analysis of real data
We identified regions in the genome that are likely to have been under the influence of positive selection using a merged dataset containing several population panels from phase 3 of the PhastCons (Siepel et al., 2005) , PhyloP (Pollard et al., 2010) and Segway (Hoffman et al., 2012) annotations, so as to find the changes most likely to be disruptive. We discuss some of these below. We also queried the GTEx cis-eQTL We particularly focus on the Native American ancestry scan (Table S4 , Figure 6 ), as few selection scans have been performed in this population, but also briefly summarize the results from the other scans.
European ancestry scan
Results for the top 30 loci in the European ancestry scan are presented in Table S1 . Most 
East Asian ancestry scan
We also performed a scan where we sought to recover SNPs that were candidates for selection in the ancestry component that is prevalent among our East Asian samples. Results for the top 30 loci in this scan are in Table S2 . Here, we also recover several candidate regions that have been 
Yoruba / ancestral non-African ancestry scan
Because our algorithm relies on an unrooted ancestry tree, we cannot distinguish between SNPs under positive selection in the terminal branch leading to the Yoruba / Sub-Saharan Africans and the ancestral non-African branch (Table S3) . Nevertheless, more careful study of the allele frequencies of these SNPs in other populations may serve to distinguish among these scenarios in the future. As in the the other ancestry scans, we also retrieve several genes that have been previously reported in positive selection studies. For example, the highest-scoring SNP is a missense variant in SLC39A4 (rs1871534) that has been reported to be under selection in SubSaharan Africa and to be causal for zinc deficiency (Engelken et al., 2014) .
Native American ancestry scan
The Native American ancestry scan yielded several novel candidates for positive selection (Table S4) The seventh top SNP (rs16959274) is a GTEx eQTL for GOLGA8A for tibial artery and skeletal muscle, and for GOLGA8B in pancreas. These two genes are members of the same gene family, and code for an auto-antigen localized in the surface of the Golgi complex (Eystathioy et al., 2000) .
The tenth top SNP (rs12580697) is a GTEx eQTL for TMTC1 in whole blood and has a moderately high CADD score (= 8.676).
TMTC1 codes for an endoplasmic reticulum transmembrane protein that is involved in calcium homeostasis (Sunryd et al., 2014) .
The eleventh top SNP (rs75607199) has a low CADD score but lies near three other SNPs (rs41325445, rs4901738 and rs59250732) with almost equally high LLRS and high CADD scores (= 13.49, 19.7 and 12.67, respectively) .
All of these SNPs are intronic and overlap OTX2-AS1, a long non-coding RNA gene. The SNP with the highest CADD score (rs4901738) is located in a GERP conserved element and has high PhastCons conservation scores across primates and mammals (> 0.98). They all lie upstream of OTX2, coding for a developmental transcription factor implicated in microphtalmia (Ragge et al., 2005) , retinal dystrophy (Vincent et al., 2014) and pituitary hormone deficiency (Diaczok et al., 2008) . In mice, this gene has been found to be involved in the embryonic development of the brain (Boncinelli et al., 1993) , photoreceptor development (Nishida et al., 2003) and susceptibility to stress (Peña et al., 2017) .
The fourteenth top SNP (rs78441257) has a fairly high CADD score (= 12.72) and lies in a GERP conserved element of the 3' UTR of LRAT.
This gene is implicated in retinal dystrophy (Thompson et al., 2001 ) and retinitis pigmentosa (Sénéchal et al., 2006) . Interestingly, the region in which it is located also harbors signature of selection in Yucatan miniature pigs (Kim et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2018) . TBC1D32 plays a role in cilia assembly (Ko et al., 2010) We provide a list of functional annotations for all the SNPs with high LLRS (> 15) within a 2Mb region surrounding each of the top genome-wide SNPs, including CADD, conservation, regulatory and protein deleteriousness scores, which we hope will guide future functional validation studies in these regions of the genome (Table S5) . Table 1 . We compared the new method with the F ST , PBS, and FLK statistics. The data simulation and selection detection are as described in Figure 5 . We quantify selection strength using the percentage of simulations among a total of 500 where the selection method accurately identifies the simulated causal SNP as the top SNP. Table 2 . Mean distance between the top-scoring SNP and the simulated beneficial SNP. We compare the new method with the F ST , PBS and FLK statistics. The data simulation and selection detection methods are as described in Figure 5 . Top 5 annotated peaks in each of the ancestry-specific selection studies. MXL-specific = scan for selection in Native American ancestry of MXL. GBR-specific = scan for selection in European ancestry of GBR. CHB-specific = scan for selection in East Asian ancestry of CHB. YRI-specific = scan for selection in Yoruba African ancestry or ancestral non-African ancestry. We analyzed 5,601,710 variable sites across the autosomal genomes. We inferred genome-wide allele frequencies and covariances as described in the Methods section. We applied a likelihood model for each SNP by rescaling all variances and covariances by a scalar multiplier α. Descriptions of each candidate region are in Table 3 . "output" -2019/2/14 -3:53 -page 18 -#18 
